Contacts & Further Sources of Information
For more information about getting the
most out of your kitchen/equipment contact
Space Catering Equipment
www.spacecatering.co.uk T. 01452 383000
To join SRA or to get the most out of your sustainability plans contact
Sustainable Restaurant Association
www.thesra.org T. 020 7479 4221
To differentiate and create the business case for sustainability contact
Sarah Daly, MyGreenEye
www.mygreeneye.co.uk T. 07818 888333

Useful further sources of information
and references from this guide
The Carbon Trust – Hospitality Guide
www.carbontrust.com/media/39220/ctv013_hospitality.pdf
Defra – Future Water 2008
www.archive.defra.gov.uk/environment/quality/water/strategy/pdf/future-water.pdf
Joseph Rowntree Foundation
www.jrf.org.uk/publications/monitoring-poverty-2010
CIBSE/CSFG Energy Efficiency in Commercial Kitchens, 2009
www.csfg.co.uk/pag_cms_id_131_p_csfg-cibse-guide-on-energy-savings.html
Institute of Hospitality
www.instituteofhospitality.org/news/june_2010/uk_eating_out
The Environmental Impact of Food Consumption and Production, available at
www.defra.gov.uk/science/project_data/DocumentLibrary/EV02007/EV02007_4601_FRP.pdf.
The Nature and Scale of Waste Generated by the UK Hospitality and Food Service Industry
– Completing the Evidence Base
www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/The%20Nature%20and%20Scale%20of%20Waste%
20Generated%20by%20the%20UK%20HaFS%20Industry.docx_.pdf
Energy Technology List (ECA)
www.etl.decc.gov.uk/etl/claim
Ventilation of equipment in catering establishments
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/cais10.pdf
Health & Safety in Catering
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/catering1.pdf
Productivity and Indoor Air Quality Links
www.wbdg.org/design/ieq.php
www.doas.psu.edu/fisk.pdf
BBC Climate Change – Bloom
www.bbc.co.uk/bloom/actions/localseasonalfood.shtml#quickjump
Eat the Seasons – Food Professionals
www.eattheseasons.co.uk/foodprofessionals.htm
Aga foodservices: Increasing efficiency within the commercial kitchen 2007
www.agafoodservice.com/SiteImages/Site_301/BigMedia/Green%20Policy%20Code.pdf

brochure design by spermcreative.com
Produced for the Sustainable Restaurant Association by Space Catering Equipment
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Space Catering is one of the country’s leading
foodservice design and installation specialists,
has long been a pioneer in promoting green
foodservice solutions, and was the winner of the
very first, national ‘Foodservice Footprint Award’
for the ‘Most Sustainable Foodservice Installation.’

The Sustainable Restaurant Association (SRA) is
a non-profit membership organisation helping
restaurants to become more sustainable
and diners to make more sustainable choices
when dining out.

In 2008 Space introduced the Green Footprint
Initiative. This innovative scheme identifies
equipment with environmentally-friendly attributes
early in the design process. The result is better
design and performance with installations that
actually help to improve resource efficiency and
reduce operating costs in real terms.

The SRA helps its member restaurants source food
more sustainably, manage resources more efficiently
and work more closely with their community.
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Space has teamed up with the SRA, to demystify
sustainability within commercial kitchens and
restaurant operations, by offering design solutions,
high-performance equipment choice and best practice.
Packed with information, tips and advice, this guide
gives restaurant caterers/operators an insight into
the opportunities for better purchasing and practice:
proving that more sustainable restaurants result in
financial, social and environmental benefits.

Sustainable Restaurant

Efficient
equipment

metering &
monitoring

“ Chefs and restaurateurs are always looking for simple
solutions to difficult challenges. This guide provides
them with a straightforward, easy to read guide to
sustainable kitchen equipment that the SRA believes
will be of huge interest and use to any restaurant that
takes seriously its environmental responsibilities.”

Sustainable
Restaurant

Mark Linehan, Managing Director of the Sustainable Restaurant Association

waste
management

Well-trained
staff

In preparing this guide Space has worked hand-in-hand with Sarah Daly of MyGreenEye.
With over 25 years’ experience, Sarah has been focussing since 1999, on sustainability-led market development
particularly in the built-environment where she was managing director of an architectural practice from 2008-11.
Sarah speaks nationally and internationally on return on sustainable investment especially the relationship
between low carbon and high productivity and sustainable market advantage. www.mygreeneye.co.uk

Responsible
sourcing

THE 3M’S – METERING, MEASURING & MONITORING
Why do we need to do this and what will it achieve?

Energy consumption % in a typical catering business

Be green and lean
Even if the environment were not an issue, going green will save considerable budget on utilities in
the short-term. Energy prices have been doubling on average every five years and are predicted to
increase at a faster rate, so apart from all the other benefits, more resource-saving equipment is a
cost-neutral investment:
• Lower energy bills. Upgrade to more energy-efficient
equipment to almost halve your energy usage. Space
Catering can set up monitoring before the design
process begins to help you understand where the
biggest investments are required to make the business
case and to provide post-completion benchmark data.
According to The Carbon Trust, energy used in
catering accounts for 4-6% of operating costs.
Savings of over 15% have been identified in
commercial kitchens with <1 year payback.
• Lower water bills. Taking steps to conserve water can
save you a surprising amount of money on your next
utility bill. Due to shortages, water prices will soon begin
inflating as rapidly as energy costs.

23% Cooking
19% Water heating

“Unless we change our current water management
and behaviour and strive for lower levels of water
consumption, we will face serious threats both to
the security of our water supplies and to the health
of our water environments and nature conservation
sites.” (Defra, Future Water 2008)

19% Space heating
11% Lighting

• Lower waste bills. Space-saving waste segregation
solutions and tips to reduce waste in your kitchen will
achieve a more streamlined and efficient kitchen that is
managed responsibly.

8% Cooling
8% Other

Approximately 20m tonnes of food waste is
created every year in the UK food service sector.

6% Refrigeration

• Improve worker productivity. Studies show that using
energy-efficient equipment and green cleaning supplies
improves worker productivity by reducing heat levels
and minimising the presence of hazardous chemicals.

5% Ventilation

• Customers value your efforts. Communicate what
you’re doing by including operational information on your
menus or restaurant displays. Customers appreciate it!

1% Office equipment

The National Restaurant Association 2008 survey
found 62% of diners said they’d prefer to eat in an
environmentally-friendly restaurant.

Auditing & Monitoring Energy Use
Record the energy consumption of the kitchen
Set targets for reduction
Meter the kitchen’s consumption of electricity, gas and water separately
Consider installing individual meters on energy-hungry equipment
Record and measure against industry benchmarks
Watch out for energy ‘spikes’, a sudden, unexplainable rise could mean equipment needs maintenance
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Farm gate to plate – responsible sourcing
Good food in – good food out:
understanding the provenance of ingredients
Food Factoids
• Almost all of the fruit and half of all the veggies we eat in the UK are imported.
• A third of the European Union’s greenhouse gas emissions are food-related.
• In the winter, Mediterranean veg like tomatoes, courgettes, peppers and aubergines
are often grown in heated greenhouses rather than fields, so may be best avoided.
• Root veggies and brassicas like sprouts and broccoli are particularly climate-friendly because
they are well-suited to our conditions and therefore need very little carbon-intensive intervention.

But ‘green’ isn’t always black and white
Hard-pressed restaurateurs would be forgiven for wondering how on earth they can
‘buy responsibly’ when the guidance keeps changing. It’s certainly not easy, but the
answer is to keep asking questions and make decisions that feel right to you and
that you can justify to your customers.

A sustainable restaurant demonstrates responsible sourcing
and best kitchen practice delivered by well-trained staff
using high-performing resource-efficient equipment and
following good waste management policies. It is only with
this holistic approach to the environmental, economic and
social impacts of their business that the restaurant can be
considered truly sustainable.
Design your menu around the seasons (www.eattheseasons.co.uk) and work with
local suppliers. Customers love to see local and seasonal foods on the menu especially
where the source ‘provenance’ is referenced.

The only safe rule of thumb is to eat food that is both local and
seasonal - meaning that it was grown as naturally as possible
in a nearby field or livestock raised locally with good animal
welfare. When local, seasonal foods are in abundance, they will
generally be cheaper.
Local food that’s been grown out of season in heated
greenhouses, heavily fertilised, harvested using fuel-heavy
machinery and stored for months in fridges can be worse for
the climate than produce grown abroad using the sun’s heat,
picked by humans and flown to the UK.
Even British apples are not always a low-emission alternative
to imported apples – if they are ‘kept alive’ in energy-intensive
fridges for up to a year after harvest. In fact, an English apple
bought in August will probably be from last year’s harvest
and have nearly a year’s worth of carbon on its conscience as
opposed to an apple that has been freshly harvested in New
Zealand and shipped to the UK.
Perhaps more surprisingly still, even New Zealand lamb,
according to research at Lincoln University, can have a lower
climate impact than lamb farmed in Britain and stored out
of season. This is because of the efficiency of New Zealand’s
livestock industry - even including transport emissions from
New Zealand to the UK. But that doesn’t make it a low-carbon
option, warn critics - it just means that both have a damaging
impact. (Source: BBC Bloom – with editorial editions).
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Best practice – what you can do
Why ‘Go Green’ in the Commercial Kitchen?
The foodservice industry is increasingly waking up to the benefits of ‘going green’. As resources are
constrained and rising costs continue to squeeze profits, implementing environmentally-friendly
practices has become both a responsible and smart business strategy.

Top 10 Eco-kitchen tips

If you are concerned about a poorly-designed kitchen, create staff metrics to quantify
the real annual cost to your business. Space Catering can help you do this to define
a more holistic business case for investment:
Sickness-absence days – high-performing employees average <5 days sick leave per
annum (Preller, 1990 suggests that up to 30% of staff sickness is workplace-related).
If you have sickness rates >6 days, environmental factors may be having an adverse affect
(see high carbon/energy factors pg 05).

01

Policy: create and communicate your sustainability policy in the kitchen and front-of-house

02

Metering: measure so you can prioritise reductions and reinvest savings

03

Automation: make it easy with timers, PIR sensors and switches

04

Behaviour: show your staff the investments you’re making and inspire them to change too

05

Switch off: ensure all equipment is switched on only when in use

06

Scheduled maintenance: well-maintained equipment is safer and more efficient

07

A-rated equipment: anything less is a proven false economy

Quick Sickness Absence Calculator

08

Kitchen design: a well-designed layout will improve efficiency and staff happiness

Total salaries (x) ÷ staff number (y) = (e) average employee cost per annum

09

Building fabric: for optimum performance and savings invest inside and out

10

Choose expert designers: not only will you get top design but they can target investment
for greatest returns

Staff turnover – people are much more likely to leave if they are unhappy in their workplace.
Indeed over 75% of staff in a recent survey said they would prefer to earn slightly less for the right
work environment. If your staff churn is more than 15% you may have workplace design issues.
Productivity – could the number or speed of covers be increased if the kitchen were better
designed and more conducive to efficient output? Ask yourself how many repeat customers
you lose because the staff is operating with inefficient equipment or in a poor layout which
is affecting the quality of service?

Average employee costs per annum: x ÷ y = e
Total sickness absence days per annum (b) ÷ (y) = (s) average sick days per annum
Average sick days per annum: b ÷ y = s
Cost of sickness absence per annum: y ÷ s = sa

What staff factors affect performance and create cost?
We know that factors like energy, water and waste create direct costs in a commercial
kitchen, but there are some substantial indirect costs too. The main one is the affect a
poorly designed kitchen can have on staff – in terms of productivity, health and morale.

Workplace-related sickness absence: sa x 30% = £wsa
This figure represents the annual additional investment you should
consider to ensure the best possible workplace for your staff.

Staff is typically 90% of organisational cost. Staff health, wellbeing
and productivity therefore have a direct impact on the bottom line.
Potential high carbon/energy factors which affect staff health and wellbeing:
• Inadequate ventilation/indoor air quality

• Poor acoustics

• Over-heating (above 24°C)

• Draughts

• Harsh light/lack of natural light

• Inefficient layout

• Glare

Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD)
estimates the average cost to an organisation to replace
an employee is £15,000. The industry-standard multiplier
applied in the USA is 1.5 times annual salary as a truer
reflection of the impact of replacing key members of staff.
Consider the true cost of not investing in a well-designed
and efficient kitchen.

Maintenance Pays
“When routine maintenance is
carried out on commercial catering
and refrigeration equipment it’s
possible that an additional 5-10
million tonnes of CO2 could be
saved by the industry”
Source: Aga foodservices:
Increasing efficiency within
the commercial
kitchen 2007

Kitchens are notoriously fast-paced and stressful working
environments – restaurateurs need to do everything possible
to keep staff happy, healthy, motivated and productive.
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Green Footprint

Green cuisine – designing-in efficiency

Space Catering launched Green Footprint in 2008.
This industry-leading standard helps clients to identify
the most energy-efficient equipment in class.

There are resource-efficient measures, and consequently savings, to be made throughout the kitchen.
Responsible kitchen designers will design sustainability into kitchen design so that their clients don’t
have to think about it. These are some of the essentials that are considered in any installation:
Fact: restaurants use 2.5 times more energy per square foot than other commercial buildings.

‘Fabric-first’ building design principles

An example of an ideal green kitchen layout

pg 11 WASTE MANAGEMENT

Of course a beautifully designed and specified
kitchen is only part of the story. It will never run
to optimum efficiency unless the building is
airtight too. It is far easier to do a ‘deep green
refurbishment’ at the same time as the fit-out
rather than trying to retrofit later. Space Catering
can co-ordinate the design and build for a
stream-lined service.

Improved comfort for staff and customers

Buildings account for 40% of all EU energy
consumption. We all have an obligation (and it
will rapidly become punitive not to) reduce our
building impacts.

Lower long-term energy bills – reduced opex

pg 09 Refrigeration

pg 10 COOKLINE

Some of the benefits of an optimised building are:

Fewer draughts
Removes harmful glare
Less condensation, damp and mould
Less capex on heating and cooling systems

Preferential loans available
Increased asset value

TIP – HVAC air
supply to the kitchen
should not be heated
unless the incoming air is <16°C.

Typical building heat loss
LE Restaurant Vert

Every 1°C reduction in temperature
saves 8% on associated energy use.
Lowering the temperature set
point saves energy and
gives a more comfortable
operating temperature.

pg 11 PREP AREA

ROOF 22%

WALLS 9%
VENTILATION & AIR
INFILTRATION 35%
WINDOWS 26%

pg 12 DISHWASHER AREA

FLOORS 8%
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Green Footprint – what your equipment can do for you
Fact – The Carbon Trust states, simple actions such as raising awareness
amongst kitchen staff and providing energy management
training can reduce catering energy use by up to 25%.

The Cookline – out of the frying pan into the energy-efficient fryer
Match the oven capacity to kitchen output requirements
Maximise efficiency

Many energy-saving appliances attract Enhanced Capital
Allowances (ECA) which mean you can write-down 100%
of the value on day 1. This can have great cash-flow benefits
especially for larger installations.
For more information speak to Space Catering
or visit: www.etl.decc.gov.uk
There are energy efficient measures and consequently savings
to be made throughout the kitchen. These are some of the
things that should be considered in any installation:

TIP – Typically, 20%
of a business’ annual
energy costs are wasted
through the use of energy
inefficient equipment.
(The Carbon Trust) Check
your utility bills now and
see what 20% could
mean to you!

Refrigeration – seeking an energy-efficient solution
Consider the advantages of coldrooms versus cabinets
or chest freezers.
Refrigeration needs to breathe – cramming cabinets into
unventilated spaces is bad for the equipment and bad
for your electricity bill!
Refrigeration capacity should be matched to refrigeration
requirement as closely as possible.

Invest in refrigeration equipment that is recognised
for energy efficiency with inclusion on the Energy
Technology List (ECA) www.etl.decc.gov.uk/etl/claim.
Energy-use can vary as much as 10% depending
on the refrigerant type and there can be issues
with flammability and toxicity – so ensure you use
a responsible supplier who can guide you through
all the issues.

Provide a good and ergonomic flow of traffic within the kitchen
Incorporate energy-saving features including heat recovery,
auto shut-down etc

The best catering equipment manufacturers are
constantly innovating – but here are some examples
of the latest money-saving, state-of-the-art features
that pack the efficiencies into the modern kitchen:
• Chrome plated griddles emit less radiated heat and
conserve power.
• Electric induction hobs are up to 50% more efficient
than traditional alternatives. They don’t need as much
ventilation and produce ‘clean’ heat.
• The latest range of ‘green’ fryers offers: faster cooking
times; quicker temperature recovery times; requires less
oil; incorporates heat exchanger design and uses mixed
gas burners (please see chart below).

Typical lifecycle cost for a gas-fired fryer

Capital costs
Oil costs 10 yrs
Gas costs 10 yrs

09

Source: Carbon Trust, Cost effective efficiency savings in commercial kitchens – demonstrating that the capital cost is less than
1/3rd of the lifetime cost of the equipment so efficiency is essential. This ratio is true of virtually all kitchen equipment, therefore
investing in operational efficiency, rather than initial cost, should be the top priority.
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Green Footprint – what your equipment can do for you
What’s the real cost of a 5kW grill left on unproductively
between service periods?
Over a year of operation this equates to 25,740kWh of electricity at a cost of approximately £2,630.
A new gas-fired grill (with the same capacity) would cost approximately £1,300 to purchase.
If the grill is left on even 30% of the time the payback is 6 months.
The latest range of eco-grills can detect food under it, heats up in
seconds; features auto shut-off and uses individual burner controls.
Combi ovens use up to 60% less energy than cooking with traditional
equipment; they can replace several different pieces of cooking equipment;
reduce food wastage by up to 17% by cooking on demand; use auto fan
switch-off to minimise heat loss and kitchen heat gain.

DISHWASHER AREA – scrub-a-dub dub!
Dishwashers are notorious energy-hoggers, but the new generation of pass-through
and under-counter machines include some significant energy-saving features including:
Heat recovery condenser hoods
Improved insulation
Reduced rinse volumes used in recovering/recycling rinse water and smaller wash tanks
A cheaper machine may cost a fortune over its whole life in wasted power

The ‘greenest’ hot-cupboards are thermostatically-controlled; use
dimmer switches and individual switches to each gantry tier.

WASTE MANAGEMENT – what a waste?
Not with these bad-boys!
De-watering systems compact waste and effectively separate drainable water
from solid material, reducing the amount of disposable waste.
Food waste decomposition systems can rapidly reduce organic waste to safe
grey water that can be put down the drain.
Grease Paks are designed to maintain free-running drains using a bioenzymatic process to extract fats, oils and grease from the drainage system.
As well as decreasing odours and avoiding blockages. Their advantage is
there is no additional collection or disposal cost.

TIP – Good “dumps”
stations can also provide
sustainability benefits in
terms of cleaner dishwashing
water by incorporating:
scrapping bins; magnetic
cutlery chutes and
pre-rinse sprays.

PREP AREA – Stem the flow!
Reduce the volume of water used (and the energy required to heat it) by using:
Sensor taps
Pressure reducing valves
Low flow pre-rinse sprays

LIGHTING – are your staff in their element!
• Poor light causes irritation and increases negative stress hormones.
• Optimising natural light will always pay dividends with staff wellbeing and
be the ultimate low energy solution; but new generation lighting systems
mimic the natural lighting spectrum and paybacks are typically under two
years – far less if you factor-in the staff wellbeing savings.
• LEDs in refrigerated cabinets, for example, reduce energy-use by up to 66%.

The team at Space can help with advice
on all the above and can be reached on

T. 01452 383000
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Water – money down the drain?

Waste not want not – waste reduction & management

Top water-saving tips

The Sin Bin

Here are some things you can do immediately at little or no cost; some save energy and water.

3.4 million tonnes of waste is produced by hotels, pubs, restaurants
and quick-service restaurants annually in the UK.

Fix dripping taps – a dripping tap can waste up to 15 litres
of water a day, or almost 5,500 litres per year. Replace
worn washers for a quick and cheap way of saving water.

• Of this, 1.5 million tonnes goes to landfill of which 600,000 is food waste.

Wait until you have a full load before switching on
dishwashers and washing machines.

• Of the 18–20 million tonnes of total food waste in the UK each year – it is estimated that
around 1/3rd of food is binned before it’s even cooked.

Use the minimum amount of water required when boiling
water in saucepans and kettles; that way you’ll save
energy as well as water.

These are actually obscene figures; not only because it
shows how wasteful our food production processes and
systems are – but because there is so little guilt attached
when so many go hungry, not just in developing countries,
but on our own doorsteps.

Always use a tightly-fitting lid and after water has come
to the boil, switch the heat off and let potatoes, pasta and
rice cook in the residual heat.

• Eliminating the avoidable waste is estimated to save the sector over £722m per year.

As part of your Corporate Social Responsibility, why not see
if you can link with local charities to donate food. And are
there ways you could be more creative with left-overs by
making seasonal soups to add to the daily specials?

Consider auto-shut off taps on wash hand basins
Wash vegetables and fruit in a bowl rather than under a
running tap. The water collected might even be used for
watering plants.
Lag water pipes and external taps to prevent bursts in
cold weather.
Collect rainwater in water butts to water hanging baskets,
planters or herb containers in public garden area.
Source: The Water Saving Group, 2007

There are many
alternative sources of
energy but not many
alternatives for water.
Be water-wise!

Food for thought
By 2008/09, 13m people (in the UK) were in poverty. Of these, 5.8m (44% of the total) were
in ‘deep poverty’ (household income at least one-third below the poverty line), the highest
proportion on record. Source: Joseph Rowntree Foundation 2010
Many of these people are now in receipt of food parcels from charities to make ends meet.

Why is water management business-critical?
Five years ago you probably didn’t give energy a second thought. Today it is a major issue. Water security is predicted
to eclipse energy as the major resource issue of the decade. The south-east of England is categorised on water maps,
as an area of ‘extreme stress’ by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). This is the highest level of
danger and the same category as the most drought-stricken parts of the world – purely because of the population
ratio and demand. Water prices will rise exponentially to meet demand and this will impact the whole of the UK.
So if you are refurbishing put as much emphasis on water-efficiency as energy to future-proof your investment.
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The Sustainable Restaurant Association launched the Too Good To Waste campaign in London in October 2011,
to raise awareness about the appalling scale of restaurant food waste.
The equivalent of three double-decker buses of food is thrown out for every restaurant! As well as the cost to
the environment, this waste is costing us – restaurants and diners – a fortune. It is estimated that 30% of food
waste comes from diners’ plates – that’s a lot of leftovers. Offering different plate sizes is an easy way
of allowing people to select the portion size for their appetite and avoid waste.
The SRA estimates ‘doggy-boxes’ could achieve a 20% or 42,000 tonne reduction in food waste across London
– meaning a lot less will go to landfill and customers will increase their loyalty. Let’s roll it out nationally!
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Waste not want not – waste reduction & management

Engaging Productive & Healthy Staff

Top Tips to avoid The Tip!

The hospitality industry is a notoriously difficult sector with unsociable shifts and peaks of
demand which put huge stress on the workers at every level.

Recycling – minimise waste to landfill by creating effective sortation areas inside or outside
the kitchen to segregate waste.
Work with suppliers to minimise packaging or get them to collect reusable trays and
containers rather than using cardboard or plastic.
Shop around or work with other local restaurateurs to create recycling syndicates to reduce
collection costs. Some recycling businesses will even pay you a nominal amount and
supply bins so it may not be a cost to your business.
For management of food waste consider:
– De-watering systems
– Compost production
– Waste to grey water systems
– Food waste decomposition systems

WRAP is working with the UK hospitality and food service industry to help reduce food waste,
optimise packaging and encourage more recycling. The objectives are to save money, meet
customers’ expectations and reduce environmental impacts. Look out for this study entitled:
The Nature & Scale of Waste Generated by the UK Hospitality and Food Service Industry:
Completing the Evidence Base which is due for publication in summer 2012.

Clearly a well-managed and well-equipped kitchen will help to ensure that the staff can
perform to the best of their ability when the heat is on – which is good news for the bottom line.
You can help your staff to be more productive by recognising the following:
Nearly 2/3rds of all accidents in the catering industry are
due to poorly–maintained equipment. Keep staff safe
with a rigorous maintenance schedule.
Training – poor habits are bad news for health, safety
and efficiency in the kitchen – which has a direct impact
on the quality of output. (See SRA Training)
Overheating – working for long periods in temperatures
above 24°C has significant health implications and
will lead to more sickness absence and potentially
higher staff churn rates. More efficient equipment
with automated controls helps to reduce the kitchen
temperature keeping staff within safer thermal comfort
levels. As the industry norms are so poor, staff will be
even more loyal and motivated in a good kitchen.

Ventilation – poor indoor air quality also dramatically
affects staff performance. Each person needs 12-14
litres of fresh air per day so if those air changes aren’t
controlled, staff health will suffer – which is bad news
for them and your business. This is especially important
if any staff have asthma or respiratory conditions.
Indeed workplace asthma is on the increase and in
many cases workplaces are responsible for creating
the condition in otherwise healthy adults.
Lighting – natural light improves performance, mood
and wellbeing – make every effort to flood the kitchen
with good light.

SRA – Staff
Training Programmes
Well-trained staff will pay back many times the
investment with good service and loyalty. If you are
considering investing in your kitchen equipment,
don’t forget to invest in your staff training too. The
SRA can tailor programmes to help you get the best
out of your new equipment and train your staff to
use the full range of features using modern cooking
techniques to ensure maximum return on investment.
www.thesra.org
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Restaurateur, Chef & Customer Benefits of a Sustainable
Restaurateurs Perspective
For most owners or operators in the restaurant trade there is one clear priority: the bottom
line. It is understandable with all the pressures of business that owners will look at some of the
recommendations in this guide and think it’s an expensive luxury, or things to do when the market
improves. In actual fact, the time that these actions become most compelling is when the market is
difficult and your business needs to push ahead of the competition to get that vital footfall:

Restaurant
Happy Customers – increasing profit
The UK market for eating out was predicted to grow by 2% from 2009-2010 to a value of £42.8 billion;
at the same time the US was predicting a fall of 5% (Source: The Institute of Hospitality)
So despite fears about disposable income, people in the UK are still eating out – although for many it is
less frequently and they are more discerning.
New customers value awards so enter as many as possible to endorse your brand.
Membership of trusted organisations also creates customers confidence, so join the SRA so customers
can see your commitment to achieving high standards.

Sustainable Marketing
Top 10 Recipes for Success in Difficult Markets
01

Sustainability does not just mean ‘green’ it’s about ‘sustaining’ your business – so you need to think holistically.

02

There are many finance options available, especially for energy-efficiency which can fund better equipment
through the energy-savings making it cost-neutral. (Space can advise on this)

03

Pay-backs shouldn’t just be measured in energy cost though – the benefits associated with improved staff
effectiveness are often ten times as great as the energy-saving; and the combination of better equipment
and happier staff will impact on trade which in turn will create profit. So do the maths factoring all the upsides
of investment.

04

Recommendations and repeat custom are the life-blood of restaurants. Apart from the obvious pre-requisites
of good food, good service and good value – clients now want to ‘feel good’ about the whole dining
experience. This means you need to whet their appetite from the moment they see you online to the minute
they walk out of the door.

05

Emphasise local and seasonal sourcing with clear provenance at every opportunity.

06

Develop strong links with your local suppliers and weave them into your story so customers develop an affinity
with your brand.

07

Selecting from the menu is a wonderful prelude in the theatre of food. If it’s not your skill, engage the services
of a good copywriter who can bring to life the sensuality of hand-selected, wholesome ingredients and the
loving preparation in your sustainable kitchen. This will heighten expectation and anticipation of the dishes
and make the experience more memorable thereby increasing loyalty.

Many restaurants offer ‘go large’ offers but remember some people have smaller appetites and may
appreciate a smaller plate option – which also reduces waste.
Food allergies and intolerances are a growing problem and can cause eating-out misery for many. Use
icons to identify common allergies (dairy, gluten, nut etc) so that customers can select with confidence.
Don’t forget to promote the provenance of your ingredients at every opportunity – customers love to
know where their food comes from.
Many people may not always buy local, seasonal or organic produce in their weekly shop, so they see it
as a treat when eating out. Make it more special.
Clients like to connect with the Corporate Social Responsibility of organisations, so also tell customers
what you do in the community and any charitable affiliations (like giving an optional contribution from
the bill to a local food kitchen or homeless charity).
Bottled water is 500 times more expensive than tap water and has considerable carbon impacts. Offer
customers tap water as the default option pointing out that they are saving money and the planet. You
can always carbonate your own tap water if that is their preference.

The Green Chef – how to develop a 3* Team
A well-designed and well-organised kitchen is a happy kitchen – work with the owner to achieve the most
productive working environment and use the evidence in this guide to make your case more compelling!

08

Celebrating your local produce will delight regulars and tourists alike. Visitors will always want to seek out the
dishes and ingredients of the region – make it easy for them.

Inspire your team to be more sustainable by praising best practice and working together to improve bad
habits... or better still call in the SRA to train your staff. (www.thesra.org)

09

The most mundane produce can take on a new deliciousness with the description of where and how it was
grown and your relationship with the grower. Feed the soul!

10

Often diners may not know each other very well (business lunches,
dates) or they may have run out of things to say! The menu, the
philosophy of the restaurant, investments etc can all create interest
and talking points at the table. Don’t just see your restaurant as
somewhere to eat – make it ‘the reason’ to eat.

Follow the market leaders – the most sustainable restaurants are constantly innovating not only what they
cook but how they cook. Have some fun developing ‘green cuisine’ which uses low carbon ingredients
and is prepared and cooked in the most resource-efficient way.
Share the success – if you’re making cost savings through efficiencies and better working practice then
give your staff a little bonus to share the success. It will motivate them to do more!
Remember to keep searching for the best local suppliers – work with them to help you reach your goals,
for example by showing how inconvenient their packaging is, or discussing delivery schedules to reduce
food miles.
Check if staff can walk, cycle, use public transport or car-share to work to reduce travel impacts.
Communicate, communicate, communicate! Make sure everyone knows about all the amazing things
you are all doing!
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Restaurateur, Chef & Customer Benefits of a Sustainable

Restaurant
A sustainable kitchen can only be achieved with fully-trained and motivated staff. It is essential
they are involved in the whole process and trained to use the equipment to its full resourcesaving potential and to learn new modern kitchen techniques. Understanding the benefits to
their own health and wellbeing is often a greater incentive than remote concepts like carbon
reduction or increasing company profit (unless, of course, they share the rewards).

The Benefits of a
Sustainable Restaurant

•
•
•
•

Energy-efficient equipment
Water-saving equipment
Waste-reduction
Eco staff training

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using ETL registered equipment			

•
•

A better environment
Having a ‘Sustainable Story’

STAFF

•
•
CLIENTS

SAVINGS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The SRA can tailor training programmes: www.thesra.org

Average energy costs per cooked meal by establishment
Snack bars

4p

Coffee shops

7p

Steak houses

18p

Traditional English restaurants

19p

High class restaurants

27p

ECO

Hotel restaurants

               36p

Staff training – the key to a sustainable kitchen
So you have invested in your building fabric and a state-of-the-art kitchen but you
may still not achieve your energy and carbon goals. Poor operational practices are
rife in UK commercial kitchens:
How often do chefs power up all the equipment long before service begins?
Are dishwashers set before they are full and with energy-guzzling dryer settings?

Non-commercial catering

9-11p

All costs are approximate and indicative. Using this table above it is possible to estimate
the energy costs per cover in your restaurant and then work to reduce them through
a combination of investment in more energy-efficient equipment and best practice.

Are six burners running full blast for one portion?
Why not ask your staff to identify the wasteful things they see and let them
create solutions – you’ll get more goodwill if it’s their ideas!
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Contacts & Further Sources of Information
For more information about getting the
most out of your kitchen/equipment contact
Space Catering Equipment
www.spacecatering.co.uk T. 01452 383000
To join SRA or to get the most out of your sustainability plans contact
Sustainable Restaurant Association
www.thesra.org T. 020 7479 4221
To differentiate and create the business case for sustainability contact
Sarah Daly, MyGreenEye
www.mygreeneye.co.uk T. 07818 888333

Useful further sources of information
and references from this guide
The Carbon Trust – Hospitality Guide
www.carbontrust.com/media/39220/ctv013_hospitality.pdf
Defra – Future Water 2008
www.archive.defra.gov.uk/environment/quality/water/strategy/pdf/future-water.pdf
Joseph Rowntree Foundation
www.jrf.org.uk/publications/monitoring-poverty-2010
CIBSE/CSFG Energy Efficiency in Commercial Kitchens, 2009
www.csfg.co.uk/pag_cms_id_131_p_csfg-cibse-guide-on-energy-savings.html
Institute of Hospitality
www.instituteofhospitality.org/news/june_2010/uk_eating_out
The Environmental Impact of Food Consumption and Production, available at
www.defra.gov.uk/science/project_data/DocumentLibrary/EV02007/EV02007_4601_FRP.pdf.
The Nature and Scale of Waste Generated by the UK Hospitality and Food Service Industry
– Completing the Evidence Base
www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/The%20Nature%20and%20Scale%20of%20Waste%
20Generated%20by%20the%20UK%20HaFS%20Industry.docx_.pdf
Energy Technology List (ECA)
www.etl.decc.gov.uk/etl/claim
Ventilation of equipment in catering establishments
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/cais10.pdf
Health & Safety in Catering
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/catering1.pdf
Productivity and Indoor Air Quality Links
www.wbdg.org/design/ieq.php
www.doas.psu.edu/fisk.pdf
BBC Climate Change – Bloom
www.bbc.co.uk/bloom/actions/localseasonalfood.shtml#quickjump
Eat the Seasons – Food Professionals
www.eattheseasons.co.uk/foodprofessionals.htm
Aga foodservices: Increasing efficiency within the commercial kitchen 2007
www.agafoodservice.com/SiteImages/Site_301/BigMedia/Green%20Policy%20Code.pdf
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